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Quality and production assurance 
Sodemann-Springs.US ApS is a company that specialises in the sale of springs. We offer prompt next-day 
delivery from Denmark's biggest stock of springs. We are also able to offer special springs for particular 
purposes. Sodemann-Springs.US ApS supplies only springs produced in processes of the highest quality. 
The factories we collaborate with all have production and measurement facilities that meet today's stringent 
quality requirements. Only wire certified to be of the best quality is used. Technical quality is assured through 
compliance with these requirements. 

Our catalogue contains information concerning DIN norms, Werkstoff numbers, EN norms, etc. for the 
various product groups. There is normally no need for separate specification of the individual standard spring 
deliveries. If, when ordering special springs, you require measurement reports, or a copy of the wire 
certificate from the wire supplier, this can be delivered together with the order. When ordering, please specify 
what information is required. 

Every item supplied by Sodemann-Springs.US ApS has its own item number and all data is recorded in a 
computerised system. All drawings, images and data are protected by means of a complete back-up, both 
internal and external. 

Other requirements for quality on our part, such as prompt delivery, delivery reliability, Just in Time 
deliveries, prices and service, etc. are met through up-to-date knowledge and technology in the areas order 
and warehouse management, finance and administration, etc. In addition to this, our excellent employees, 
with niche industry expertise, maintain a personal sense of responsibility in all areas of their work. 

Sodemann-Springs.US ApS wants always to be the best and preferred supplier of standard springs. 
Sodemann-Springs.US ApS therefore makes constant improvements to ensure that we always maintain our 
high internal requirements. Sodemann-Springs.US ApS looks forward to receiving any constructive criticism, 
so that in any dialogue with our customers we are always able to meet as many external customer 
requirements as possible. 
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